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1

Executive Summary

While water availability varies by season, water quality is a year-round problem for the
slum-dwelling residents of Bangalore. A number of treatment options are available, but none are
convenient and affordable while also being safe. Pure Panni has developed a lightweight,
low-cost, hand operated filtration device that will address this market limitation. Members of the
slum communities will buy a Pure Panni system, empowering them to generate their own income
by providing filtration services to their neighbors.
Thus, Pure Panni helps these
“microentrepreneurs” create their own business.
By filtering the water and killing all remaining bacteria with chlorine, a Pure Paani system
will reduce the occurrence of water borne illnesses, alleviating the financial burden of paying
health costs and missing work. The Pure Paani filter also creates a gain for microentrepreneurs
by providing them with a method of earning an income roughly double that of an average local
construction worker.8
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Problem

People living in the slums of Bangalore have access to a number of different water sources.
For those living close to the center of the city, water is piped from the Cauvery River as a service
of the Bangalore Water Supply and Sewage Board (BWSSB). However, the BWSSB has not been
able to expand its water distribution network at a rate appropriate for Bangalore’s rapid population
growth, especially in outlying areas. As Alternet, an online journal describes the problem,
New housing is going up... faster than the city’s water utility can expand and repair
the decaying water system.17
The lack of government water has forced many communities, especially those past the city’s
outer ring road, to look for other sources. Borewells are a common alternative, which tap directly
into underlying aquifers. The problem with this process is that Bangalore does not operate a
successful wastewater treatment system, so the sewage from nearly 10 million people can leach into
the groundwater. As a result, many people living in the slums only have access to compromised
water sources. This infiltration leads to a variety of illnesses, which are both physically unpleasant
and financially straining.15 The residents of Bangalore’s slums are aware of the contamination,
and they employ a variety of measures to counteract it.
One common method is treatment by boiling. However, due to its high costs, both in terms of
money and time, this practice is often only carried out when deemed truly necessary. The price of
kerosene, the most commonly used fuel, is incredibly volatile, sometimes inflating seven fold
over a short period.7 Gravity filters offer a more dependable but even slower, higher-upfront-cost
alternative. And for a dramatically higher price, reverse osmosis filters provide fast and effective,
albeit wasteful treatment. In a market with no truly affordable, effective options, many slum
residents forgo preventive measures by simply drinking the water untreated.
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Value Proposition

Pure
Paani
will
provide water filtration
to the people living in the
slums of Bangalore with
a mobile, hand powered
filtration system. Unlike
other filtration options
in Bangalore, filtering
water with Pure Paani is
convenient and affordable.
Pure Paani will not provide
the initial water. However,
10 liters of water can
be found in the slums of
Bangalore for |3 or less.16
Thus, even factoring in the
initial cost of the source,
Pure Paani will still be
very affordable for the end consumer. With a design that can fit onto the back of a bike, a flow
rate of up to 5 liters per minute (LPM), and a recommended filtration price of only 5 |/10L,
filtering water with Pure Paani is the clear choice.
The pains that Pure Paani will alleviate for the end consumer are two-fold. First, the consumers
do not want to contract a waterborne illness, such as diarrhea or Typhoid. Becoming sick due to
drinking water is specifically a problem in Bangalore, as over 50% of the drinking water sources
in the city are contaminated.4 The residents of Bangalore are aware of this, as a full 42% of
Bangalore respondents agreed that drinking water was the source of their ailments.4 While getting
sick is physically unpleasant, it is also financially straining, considering that the cost of a single
consultation at the local clinic can be the equivalent of several days’ earnings.5 Pure Paani will
alleviate this pain by both filtering the water and killing all remaining bacteria with chlorine.
The second pain that Pure Paani will alleviate for the end consumer is spending a high
proportion of income on clean water. Unlike for wealthy individuals, saving money on necessities
is imperative for the target consumers. Pure Paani relieves this pain by providing consumers with
affordable water filtration in “single servings,” so that they do not have to pay upfront for a
filtration device. Pure Paani filtration is also quick, as the filter has a flow rate far exceeding all
others in its price range.
With this system, slum residents won’t have to make the choice between effectiveness and
speed when having their water treated. The Pure Paani filter also creates a gain for
microentrepreneurs by providing them with a method of earning roughly double the income that
they would be able to earn through the average construction job in Bangalore.8
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Business Description
Pure Paani will operate by distributing hand
powered water filters to microentrepreneurs
through a lease to own model.
The
microentrepreneurs will pay off the filters at a
rate of 170 |/ month over the course of twelve
months by using the filtration units in their
communities. Since the microentrepreneurs
are members of the communities in which
they serve, they will be trusted by their end
consumers. The revenue stream gained from
their filtration service allows them to increase
their income from 3, 000 |/month (44 USD, a
generous amount for a construction worker) to
8, 000 |/month, more than the average skilled
laborer would earn. The microentrepreneurs
will need to buy filter refills from Pure Paani,
because the filters have a limited life span of
about 3,000 liters. The filters can only process
a finite amount of contaminants, at which
point the filter will prevent water from passing
through it. This quality control feature ensures
that dirty filters must be changed.

The microentrepreneurs have several paths
by which they can provide water filtration.
They can either choose to utilize the mobility
of the filter and travel around their slum, or they
Urban residents are often able to generate
can choose to keep the filter in a permanent
income by starting their own ventures
location. For the microentrepreneurs who
choose to take the mobile filter route, a key
asset will be an effective mode of transportation. Due to the congestion in the streets of Bangalore,
the filter system is designed to fit on the back of a bicycle, although the microentrepreneur may
choose an alternate form of transportation. One benefit to using a mobile filtration system is that the
microentrepreneur will be able to make the service extremely convenient for their customers, which
will help them build a robust customer base. The microentrepreneurs could also choose to set up
the filter in a fixed location, such as a Mom & Pop shop. This option enables the microentrepreneur
to run their shop while supplementing their income.
Pure Paani will operate a one-person company for the first year. Earning a wage of
55, 000 |/month (800 USD), this individual will handle system assembly, design refinement,
product maintenance, customer relations, component inventory, investor relations, and component
purchasing. At the end of the first year, when the number of microentrepreneurs approaches 200,
additional employees will be added to meet increased business needs.
3
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Product Description

The Pure Paani filter will operate
much like a bike pump. However,
instead of air being compressed into a
tire, contaminated water is pressurized
and pumped through a filter membrane.
The filtration is achieved by simply
pulling and pushing on a handle. As
shown in figure 5.0.1, pulling the
handle upwards extracts water from
the contaminated source into the pump
chamber through an inlet one-way
check valve.

outlet

inlet

in
valve

out
valve

Then, as shown in 5.0.2, pressing
the handle back downwards causes the
water to flow back out, but through the
Figure 5.0.1
Figure 5.0.2
outlet check-valve. Thus, as shown
in figure 5.0.3, this repeated push/pull
motion moves water from a contaminated source through a filtration process. The membrane itself
is a 1 micron sediment filter, which will remove all particulate and sediment as well as many
microorganisms. Some bacteria, ranging from 1 to 10 microns in length and 2 to 0.2 microns
in diameter, will pass through the filter.14 A final chlorine tablet will be added to the customer’s
container that will not only kill remaining bacteria, but also kill any of the receptacle’s residual
contamination. The chlorine tablet is added as a final step after the sediment and chemicals have
been absorbed by the filter.

filter
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filter
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Figure 5.0.3
4
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6.1

Market Analysis
Market Description

Bangalore is the third largest city in India, with a population of over 10 million.10 The Pure
Paani business model focuses on slum residents, who compose between 1.4 and 3.5 million of
Bangalore’s residents.9 According to a field research study conducted in a low-income
neighborhood, a family of ten consumes 10 liters of water in under two days.12 Extrapolated
across all of Bangalore’s slums, Pure Paani’s microentrepreneurs could theoretically filter ten
liters of water two million times every week.

6.2

Consumer Buying Behavior

The Pure Paani business model caters to a number of key elements of consumer behavior.
Slum residents are comfortable buying single serving products, such as shampoo or tea. The
Pure Paani business model extends this buying behavior into the water filtration market. Slum
residents are accustomed to paying for goods and services in |5 increments.6 Direct to consumer
services are already offered in Bangalore, although slum dwellers cannot afford them. Pure Paani
is modeled in such a way that this type of service will be within the price range of its consumer
base. Lower income households often develop informal relationships with Mom and Pop stores
and frequently have running tabs with their corresponding shop owners. By providing a filtration
system to these shops, Pure Paani hopes to capitalize on the ongoing trust between customer and
business owner.3
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Competitors

The Pure Paani water filter distinguishes itself from competing filtration methods on a number
of key levels. First, and most importantly, it’s affordable. As outlined in the table below, water
consumers in Bangalore have a number of filtration options available to them. The “do nothing”
option is clearly the least expensive, but it also comes with a high risk of illness and potential
hospital costs that consumers are trying to avoid.

7.1

Direct Competitors

The immediate competitors for purifying contaminated water can be narrowed down to three
alternatives: boiling, gravity filtration and reverse osmosis filtration.
• Boiling The price of boiling is on par with the price of Pure Paani filtration. However,
boiling is quite time consuming considering the duration required to bring room temperature
water to a boil. The fuel of choice for this process is often kerosene, which has an incredibly
volatile price and availability, ranging from |15 to |100. For those that choose to use wood
5

and other forms of biomass for fuel, serious health complications often result from smoke
inhalation. Finally, the high temperatures encountered while boiling present a significant
risk of burn.
• Gravity Filtration While the health risks associated with gravity filtration are less than
those associated with boiling, it is the slowest method of filtration available. Using a gravity
filtration system also requires the consumer to pay the full amount for the filter up front.
Even a price of roughly |1,000 per unit is still quite expensive for the target consumers.
• Reverse Osmosis Filtration While electric powered reverse osmosis filtration is
considerably faster than gravity filtration, it is more than three times as expensive per
volume filtered. Just as with gravity filtration, this method requires the customer to
purchase the unit upfront as well as pay for on-going consumables, such as replaceable
filter media.

7.2

Indirect Competitors

The indirect competition to Pure Paani includes all methods by which customers can obtain
drinking water.
• Piped Water A small percentage of water is provided by the Bangalore municipality
(BWSSB) that manages to reach the point of consumption uncontaminated. While the price
and output rate of this method are appealing, it’s simply not accessible to many of
Bangalore’s slum residents. While many do have access to piped water, it’s often
contaminated to some degree between the natural source, the Cauvery river, and the point of
retrieval.
• Bottled Water The bottled water used in Bangalore is much like the blue, five gallon
containers seen in the United States. Bottled water in these containers can be purchased at
the price of 15 |/10L. This option is slightly more convenient than using a Pure Paani filter,
because the consumers do not need to purchase the water and then filter it. However, its
consumers already have a source of water, which they are able to purchase for very little
cost, and the Pure Paani filter is nearly half the price of bottled water. At half the price, it is
believed that consumers will choose to use Pure Paani over bottled water.
Approach

Output Rate

Cost

Notes

do nothing
boiling
gravity filtration
reverse osmosis
bottled water
Pure Paani

-

none
2.5 |/10L
3 |/10L
10 |/10L
15 |/10L
5 |/10L

high health risk
requires scarce fuel
high initial cost
requires specific equipment
requires travel to sale point
Convenient, Affordable, Portable

L/min

0.25
0.08 L/min
0.25 L/min
L
5 /min
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Financial Analysis

8.1

Supply Chain Assumptions

All required filtration system parts have been identified within Bangalore at a total cost of
approximately |1,000 (15 USD). After cost of assembly labor, it is estimated that a single system
can be produced for |1,500 (22 USD). These units would then be sold for |2,000 (30 USD) each,
after a 33% mark up. Because all components are readily available across the city, Pure Paani will
be able to:
A. Leverage bids from various suppliers to suppress costs for its entrepreneurs
B. Assemble and distribute the system locally
C. Respond quickly to issues that arise in supply chain logistics

8.2

Strategic Assumptions

The business hinges on trust: the belief that the micro-entrepreneurs will engage in virtuous
business practices while using the filtration system to serve their customers. The customers, who
will often be their own neighbors, friends, and acquaintances, are part of the social fabric of the
community. As Aruna Raman, the India Program Director of Acara said:
In social enterprises where microentrepreneurs play a significant role, the enterprise
takes a grim view of cheating and establishes itself as being on the side of the
base-of-pyramid customer if such cheating takes place. This is established in a tacit
manner, such that the microentrepreneurs are held to a basic “code of conduct”.3
The quality of Pure Paani’s brand will be developed and maintained by the entrepreneurs as
they provide service to their fellow community members. Though Pure Paani is depending on the
microentrepreneurs, two forms of control will ensure the quality of water is not
compromised:
• As the filter operates, its pores will gradually become smaller, affecting its performance until
it eventually clogs, forcing the microentrepreneur to replace it.
• The chlorine tablets will be included with the replacement filter to encourage the
microentrepreneur to use them.

8.3

Revenue Stream Assumptions

Pure Paani’s success will depend in large part on its ability to purchase supplies in bulk.
Assuming filter cartidges can be purchased at 26 |/filter (40 ¢/filter)1 and the chlorine tablets for
6 |/filter, the total sale price to entrepreneurs can be increased to 75 |/filter. Even then, this price is
still competitive in the Bangalore water filter market.2 Furthermore, the microentrepreneurs will
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have a working relationship with Pure Paani, which will make it a more convenient provider of
replacement filters, regular maintenance, upkeep, and part replacement.
Because the
microentrepreneurs will continue to come to Pure Paani, the filters directly correlate with the
volume of the service they are providing. In turn, Pure Paani will continue to make money well
beyond the time the microentrepreneurs have paid for the filtration systems. Based upon the
assumptions below, the average entrepreneur will fully exhaust the usefulness of approximately
6 filters/month (72 filters/year).
• The lowest-income homes will purchase at least 10 L/visit6
• The system’s filtering rate will attain 5 LPM
• Microentrepreneurs will filter at least 900 L/day to earn a livable wage (see table A.3)
Thus, Pure Paani will be able to bring in a first-year revenue of |1.0 million (16,000 USD)
by working with approximately 200 microentrepreneurs. Second year revenue is projected at |2.4
million (36,000 USD) with a microentrepreneur base of approximately 500. To quantify Pure
Paani’s revenue stream, a number of assumptions critical to the success of its business proposition
were identified, explored, and either validated or will be validated through a pilot study:
Assumption

Method of Validation

microentrepreneurs willing to pay
upfront costs for delayed profits

positive ground interviews in low-income
Bangalore community

average filter rate as high as 5 LPM

current prototype currently runs at 3 LPM

bulk filter price for Pure Panni won’t
exceed 30 |/filter

lowest online price is 26 |/filter

other system components are obtainable
in-country, in bulk

confirmation from in-country intern after
searching local hardware shops as well as
domestic online suppliers

customers will pay 5 |/10 L for treatment
alone

on ground interviews show slum residents
already paying 15 |/10 L, for water &
treatment

slum dwellers/customers will find Pure
Paani filter preferable to alternatives

further on the ground interviews will be
focused on this aspect

microentrepreneurs will maintain the
integrity of the filtration system’s
components

trust considered paramount between
customer and microentrepreneur in
tight-knit communities

customers will tolerate minor taste of
chlorine residue

chlorine tablets found to be in demand in
Indian market by in-country intern

risk of post-filtration contamination will
be minimal

microentrepreneurs will receive training
regarding proper hand sanitation and
customer storage direction
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Pilot

The next step is to launch a pilot of Pure
Paani in Bangalore over the course of three
Pilot Costs
months. The first three weeks will be used
to identify two suitable communities and to
Item
Cost
begin marketing the product. Perhaps the most
airfare from
important aspect of this phase is to develop
Minneapolis to
$2,200
strong relationships with community members.
Bangalore
This goal will be achieved through informal
conversations with community members, in
material and tools
$300
settings such as the local store or at the water
to build systems
tap, and formal community meetings. As
replacement filters
$200
tabulated to the right, Pure Panni needs $4,800
marketing and
to verify assumptions, create relationships
promotional
$500
with key partners, and initiate the first phase
materials
of product distribution. During this time,
Pure Panni will also be marketing its product
three months living
through the use of product demonstrations and
expenses in
$1400
publicity materials. At the end of these three
Bangalore
weeks, two members of each community will
in-country travel
$200
be selected to be its first microentrepreneurs.
Choosing two different communities and two
total
$4,800
microentrepreneurs in each community should
provide a broader data set than staying within
any one community, while giving attention to each of the microentrepreneurs as they begin their
work. Each microentrepreneur will use their filter with their neighbors for the next two months,
putting the business model to the test. While the microentrepreneurs are working, Pure Paani will
be able to gain insights by shadowing them as they work. As a result, a better understanding of the
microentrepreneur-end customer relationship will be achieved.
After the microentrepreneurs are reasonably settled into their new trade, which is anticipated
to take roughly three weeks, they will be left on their own for longer periods of time. Pure Paani
will then expand to other communities, where further product demonstrations will be provided.
The expansion will yield further valuable feedback from a representative spread of potential
customers, thereby assisting Pure Panni in continued product refinement. Ultimately, the pilot
study will allow Pure Paani to assess assumptions and develop a deeper understanding of supply
chain logistics, entrepreneur-customer relationships, future demand, and long-term integrity of
the filtration system.
The Pure Paani team has completed hundreds of hours developing a business model that can
succeed financially while mitigating customer pains. However, in order to start making an impact,
assumptions need to be verified through a pilot study in Bangalore. With your help, Pure Panni
can give slum residents of Bangalore the clean water they deserve.
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10.1

Team
Christopher Bulkley-Logston

Christopher Bulkley-Logston completed his BS in
Mechanical Engineering from the University of California at
Davis in 2012. During his junior and senior year, he worked
as a maintenance technician for the Interagency Monitoring
of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) program, a
domestic air quality research endeavor based on the campus.
Following his graduation, he worked as a computer aided
design (CAD) engineer in Buda, TX for Plastic Welding
and Fabrication, an acid containment manufacturing company
serving the galvanization industry. He then served in the
Peace Corps between June 2013 and October 2014 as a high
school physics teacher in Guinea Conakry. In Spring 2015, he
began graduate study at the University of Minnesota, working
towards a Masters in the Water Resources subdivision of
Civil Engineering. Over the 2015 summer, he worked as
a technical field manager for an epidemiology-focused air
quality research program in Hyderabad, India. After completing his state-side course work in
May 2016, as part of the thesis component of his degree, he will carry out another Peace Corps
tour as a secondary science teacher in Cameroon. Following this, he plans to become employed
with an NGO dedicated to sustainable development in either Central or West Africa.

10.2

Kaylea Brase

Kaylea Brase completed her BSE in chemical engineering
from Calvin College in 2013. In her senior year, she
worked with a team of three other students to design
a biofuel production plant. She was employed by the
University of Minnesota’s Technical Assistance Program
(MnTAP) to determine feasibility of water conservation
and recycling options at Federal Cartridge Company. She
worked at Medtronic Tempe Campus for two years as a
technical supervisor, leading the manufacturing operations
and performing process characterizations. In the fall of 2015,
she began graduate work at the University of Minnesota,
working towards her Masters in environmental engineering.
As part of the Masters International Program, she is currently
in India completing an internship focused on improving water
quality. She hopes to continue to engage in development work
in the water, health, and environmental sector in the future.
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A.2

Financial Analysis - USD
Table A.1: Pure Paani Initial Predicted Annual Income Statements (USD)
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$15,578

$35,762

$64,555

$98,128

$132,219

Variable Costs
Housing
Filter and Chlorine Tabs
Total Variable Costs

$4,545
$3,803
$8,348

$5,682
$12,026
$17,708

$7,955
$23,018
$30,973

$9,091
$36,696
$45,787

$9,091
$51,242
$60,332

Gross Margin

$7,230

$18,054

$33,582

$52,341

$71,886

Fixed Costs
Rent
Utilities
Equipment Repairs
Marketing Materials
Salaries & Wages
Total Fixed Costs

$1,818
$455
$61
$136
$10,080
$12,550

$1,818
$523
$50
$182
$10,080
$12,653

$1,818
$601
$86
$273
$15,120
$17,898

$2,091
$601
$75
$318
$17,640
$20,725

$2,405
$691
$121
$364
$20,160
$23,741

Operating Margin

-$5,319

$5,401

$15,685

$31,615

$48,145

Total Sales Revenue

Table A.2: Predicted Material Pricing for Pure Paani (USD)
Purchase Costs
Assembly, Component Housing Cost
Filter Bulk Purchase Cost (per unit)

$22.73
$0.39

Sale Prices
Housing Sale Price
Filter Sale Price (per unit)
Cost of Chlorine (per filter)1

$30.30
$1.14
$0.09

Table A.3: Predicted Microentrepreneur Finances - USD
Service Price (per L)
Filter Capacity (L)
Filter Rate (L/min)
Weekly Filter Hours
Monthly Revenue
Monthly Lease and Filter Costs

$0.01
3000
5
15
$136.36
$9.39

Monthly Profit

$126.97

1 Each

filter sold by Pure Paani will be packaged with enough chlorine to treat the volume corresponding to the
cartridge’s lifespan (3,000 L).
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A.3

Financial Analysis - INR 2
Table A.4: Pure Paani Initial Predicted Annual Income Statements (INR)
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

|1,028,170

|2,360,268

|4,260,625

|6,476,429

|8,726,429

Variable Costs
Housing
Filter and Chlorine Tabs
Total Variable Costs

|300,000
|250,971
|550,971

|375,000
|793,714
|1,168,714

|525,000
|1,519,200
|2,044,200

|600,000
|2,421,943
|3,021,943

|600,000
|3,381,943
|3,981,943

Gross Margin

|477,199

|1,191,554

|2,216,425

|3,454,486

|4,744,486

Fixed Costs
Rent
Utilities
Equipment Repairs
Marketing Materials
Salaries & Wages
Total Fixed Costs

|120,000
|30,000
|4,000
|9,000
|665,280
|828,280

|120,000
|34,500
|3,300
|12,000
|665,280
|835,080

|120,000
|39,675
|5,650
|18,000
|997,920
|1,181,245

|138,000
|39,675
|4,950
|21,000
|1,164,240
|1,367,865

|158,700
|45,626
|8,000
|24,000
|1,330,560
|1,566,886

Operating Margin

- |351,081

|356,474

|1,035,180

|2,086,621

|3,177,599

Total Sales Revenue

Table A.5: Predicted Material Pricing for Pure Paani (INR)
Purchase Costs
Assembly, Component Housing Cost |1,500
Filter Bulk Purchase Cost (per unit)
|26
Sale Prices
Housing Sale Price
Filter Sale Price (per unit)
Cost of Chlorine (per filter)

|2,000
|75
|6

Table A.6: Predicted Microentrepreneur Finances - INR

2 This

Service Price (per L)
Filter Capacity (L)
Filter Rate (L/min)
Weekly Filter Hours
Monthly Revenue
Monthly Lease and Filter Costs

|0.5
3000
5
15
|9,000
|620

Monthly Profit

|8,380

section produced with the February 22nd , 2016 INR/USD exchange rate of approximately 68.57 |/$
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